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This Agreement is deemed a formal agreement with regards to the firm Macroansy®’s 
$BEEPower Coin’s formal Backing of Assets of Global Business Entities. The term ‘coin’ refers 
to $BEEPower Coin floated on Ethereum Block chain at this link below.  

$BEEPower Coin Contract Link: https://etherscan.io/address/0x26d13bc704eeac5302ee27751d7873562d215a91 

MAS© refers to Macroansy®. Websites refers to https://macroansy.org, 
https://macroansy.org/MASx and https://macroansy.org/MASt . 

MAS SIGN© is a new Entity of Macroansy®, having an umbrella responsibility for ‘Personal 
Signature on blockchain using crypto coin transactions’ (PSB). 

This agreement shall be signed along with ‘web3.js Interface with Coin’ agreement located 
at,  https://macroansy.org/ICOMarch2018/ico-agrmnt-coin-web3js-intf-aug2018.pdf . This agreement 
is valid only when the above ‘web3.js Interface with Coin’ agreement is also signed together 
and both the agreement forms a package together. 

General Explanation: 

Coin Backing is the first new innovation in crypto currency domain, initiated by the startup 
Macroansy®. By this process Business Entities across the globe can formally accept their 
business entity asset to be backed by $BEEPower coin. To that effect the Business entity 
agrees to buy a percentage of $BEEPower Coins at the current Market Coin Price existing 
before the formal backing agreement. Agreement comes into effect after purchase of the 
$BEEPower coins and signing the Agreement online by PSB. The signing process is described 
at Entity MAS SIGN© on the website. 

Agreement: 

It is hereby agreed to a formal backing of the Business Entity’s asset with $BEEPower Coin. 
The Business Entity is represented by their PSB at the end of this agreement. 



% of Cold Reserve of $BEEPower Coin bought = ____ %, which amounts to __ million coins.  

The Price of One $BEEPower Coin bought is agreed as _______ $US.  

The Total Cost of this Buy = _____________ $US millions. 

Business entity Assets backed to the Coin and its Value: 

…to be completed.... 

Benefits accrued to the Business Entity for this Agreement: 

The Business Entity is identified through the ERC20 Ether wallet address used for signing the 
agreement and is deemed to be the ID of the Business entity. 

As long as the the ID wallet Account holds $BEEPower Coins not less than 5% of the current 
market cap on every alternate months in a year from January through December, the 
Business Entity is endowed with rights of using the $BEEPower Coins at their websites and 
logos. Similarly the Business entity logos would be identified and displayed in an appropriate 
professional manner at $BEEPower coin Exchange and Trade Websites.  

Formal Asset Backing enables the Business Entity a foundation to confidently trade 
seamlessly with their global partners for their own business processes.  The Business Entity 
would have exclusive benefits for using MAS BP ev1.0, the enterprise release of Macroansy 
Business Process©, the core product of Macroansy®. The exclusive exact benefits would be 
endowed to the Business Entity as per Macroany® own policy every year. 

The $BEEPower coin Market Coin Price and BenchMark prices, would be decided through a 
major consensus based on formal input from the Business entity, along the combined inputs 
from other Business entities who have signed this agreement. Macroansy® hereby confirms 
to oblige and execute the Market Coin Price and Bench Mark prices on such major 
consensus. In general the Market Coin Price is evaluated with the total business value pro-
rated to the Hard cap of coin, and the BenchMark prices on exchange is limited to within 
certain fair percentage. Every year coin redeems would be accepted from the public and a 
part of the Gross Business revenue equal to the annual average 9 days Gross revenue in a 
year would be paid pro-rata to the coin redeems from the public. The Business Entities shall, 
for Coin Redeems, endow the related proportion of the Gross Business Revenue as per the 
asset share backed by the Coin. The exact process of coin redeems would be done in a fair 
and professional manner safeguarding value to the coin owners. 

Macroansy® reserves the right to any other issues which cannot be perceived and explicitly 
mentioned herein including legal jurisdiction. Macroansy® declares that it has clearly 
specified its objective and purpose regarding the $BEEPower Coin’s formal backing of the 
Business Entity. 

This agreement also automatically supplement and comply with Macroansy®'s general 
Privacy Policy, Use Policy, Business Policy as published on their website, even if it does not 
specifically address this agreement, and it is deemed that those policies are general in 
nature and its essence and spirit is applicable to any international formal business process 
through which Macroansy® deals with its clients and customers. 



________________________________________________________________________ 

Formal Signing Procedure:  

This formal online signing procedure is as per $BEEPower Coin’s peer to peer ‘Sell-Buy’ 
procedure as described on MAS’s website. 

As per the above formal sign procedure, both the parties, the Seller(MAS) and the 
Buyer(Business Entity for backing their assets to the Coin), do hereby solemnly confirm that 
the following ERC20 wallet crypto currency accounts shall be considered as our true 
International Identification(ID) representing our Business Entities and the TxHash shall be 
considered as the instrument of formal acceptance of this agreement by our Business 
Entities. We hereby agree that this procedure shall be valid legally in any court of law.  

________________________________________________________________________ 

SELLER crypto coin sign: 

Seller’s Business Entity Name: Macroansy 

Seller’s Authorized Personnel Name: Mr. King Krish. 

Seller (MAS): ERC20 Wallet, crypto Account: 

 

Sell TransactionHash (copied from https://etherscan.io) for this agreement:  

 

________________________________________________________________________ 

BUYER crypto coin sign: 

Buyer’s Business Entity Name: 

Buyer’s Authorized Personnel Name: 

Buyer: ERC20 Wallet, crypto Account: 

 

Buy TransactionHash (copied from https://etherscan.io) for this agreement:  

 

END______________________________________________________________________ 


